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Denna uppsats ämnar sig undersöka mängden av relationskultiverande strategier som används i 

svenska politiska kampanjer. Framstegen inom politisk kommunikation betonar delar av public 

relations och marknadsföring såsom relationship marketing. Vi kommer att kombinera teorier 

kring relationship marketing med de nya möjligheter för politisk kommunikation som uppstod 

med web 2.0. De populära sociala medier som finns inom web 2.0 ger kampanjerna goda 

förutsättningar för att förmedla budskap, skapa dialoger och kultivera relationer. Vi vill besvara 

frågan, Vilka strategiska komponenter använder partierna i deras kommunikation på Facebook? 

Samt huruvida strategierna eller användningen skiljer sig. 

 

För att besvara denna fråga har vi operationaliserat teorier inom politisk kommunikation, 

reputation management och relationship marketing. Operationaliseringen resulterade i åtta 

variabler. Vi utförde en kvantitativ innehållsanalys genom att mäta närvaron av våra variabler i 

varje Facebook post av vardera parti på deras egna Facebook sida under den sista månaden av 

riksdagsvalet 2014. 

Resultaten visar att båda partierna använde dessa strategier på ett liknande sätt men det skiljer sig 

i hur mycket. Feministiskt Initiativ hade en högre användning överlag men strategin common 

interest användes mycket av båda partierna, detta visar att partierna huvudsakligen fokuserar på 

delade åsikter och ideologi i deras kommunikation. 

 

 

 

Nyckelord: politisk kommunikation, strategisk kommunikation, reputation management, 

relationship marketing.  
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This essay aims to examine the level of relationship cultivation strategies in Swedish campaign 

communication. The progress in political communication emphasizes aspects of public relations 

such as relationship marketing  . We will combine theories regarding relationship marketing with 

the new possibilities created for campaign communication by the emergence of web 2.0. The 

popular social media platforms which exist within web 2.0 give campaigns well suited means to 

easily facilitate input, inspire dialogue and cultivate relationships.  

We aim to answer the following question;  

Which strategic components do the parties apply in their Facebook communication? 

Do the parties differ in their use of communicative tools? 

 

In order to answer this question we have operationalized theories in political communication, 

reputation management and relationship marketing. This operationalizing resulted in eight 

variables. We conducted a quantitative content analysis by measuring the presence of our 

variables in each Facebook post made by each party on their Facebook page during the final 

month of the 2014 election.. 

The results show that both parties utilize these strategies and in a similar way but that there is a 

difference in how much. The Feminist Initiative had a higher overall usage but the strategy 

common interest was used to a high level by both parties, this shows that the parties mainly stress 

shared values and ideology in their communication. 

 

Keywords: political communication, strategic communication, reputation management, 

relationship marketing. 
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1. Introduction 

This chapter introduces our subject. Furthermore, it presents the purpose of our study, our thesis 

question and the disposition of the essay. 

 

There is perhaps no time when the public space is quite so filled with communication as during 

election time. Parties are urging citizens to feel, think and want along party lines. In any 

representative democracy election time is one of the most important times, placing the voters at 

the center of attention (Strömbäck 2009a: 9). In order to reach increasingly mobile voters, parties 

need to improve their strategic communication, to better plan and execute their campaigns (2009: 

14). Our era of “continuous connectivity” (Semetko, Scammell 2012: 1) poses both new 

difficulties and new opportunities for parties to reach their constituents. During the 2014 

government election in Sweden social media was often described as a significant communication 

tool in the electoral campaign (Englund 2014). There are, however, those who question the 

actual impact social media has on election results (Grusell 2014). Regardless of how much 

significance one wishes to place on social media's’ ability to engage and mobilize voters, there 

are few studies done on how the communication is constructed. What strategic tools are used, 

what does the communication want to invoke in the viewer/potential voter. Is it simply to inform 

about party policies or does it, for example, inspire dialogue. This essay will study the actual 

message content of strategic political communication on Facebook.   

Initially we wanted to investigate social media as a group of medias, but after debating 

the various social medias available to us, and considering the workload and our time limit we 

decided to only investigate one social media platform. Facebook was chosen due to its status as 

the most used and most popular social media site in Sweden (internetstatistik.se 2014).  

Facebook can also be considered as sort of meeting point for social media users. A user can 

repost much of the content from other social media on Facebook, There is also statistics that 

show that if someone is active on social media in general, they also have a Facebook account 

(internetstatistik.se 2014).  

       Our study is inspired by factors such as what we saw on our own Facebook pages during the 

2014 political campaigns, the debate in the media and the lack of scholarly research in this 

particular area. Although part of the thoroughly researched field of political communication, 
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strategic political communication on social media is a fairly new concept (Lees-Marshment et al. 

2012: 80). One study which concerns itself with strategic political communication on social 

media is Creating a Win-Win Situation? Relationship Cultivation and the Use of Social Media in 

the 2012 Campaign published in 2014 (Strömbäck et. al, 2014). This is a quantitative content 

analysis and it is the inspiration to our own study. The study, published in 2014, presents new 

and interesting results, however, the focus is entirely on the United States. In order to further 

develop this area of study there is a need for research conducted in different countries. We wish 

to draw from the conclusions of this US study, to further investigate this phenomenon and add to 

the scholarly discourse concerning political communication on social media. Our study will shed 

light on how our chosen political parties use Facebook as a communicative tool, and what 

strategies these parties use, or refrain from using. 

We will study the campaign communication by The Social Democrats and the Feminist 

Initiative on their official Facebook pages one month prior to the 2014 general election (August 

14 - September 14).The reasons for our choice of political parties are firstly The Social 

Democrats are one of the oldest Swedish political parties, while The Feminist Initiative is one of 

the youngest (svensk nationell datatjänst). Secondly, The Social Democrats had a much larger 

budget than the Feminist Initiative (SVT, 2014 & feministisktinitiativ.se). Since these two parties 

are opposite each other when it comes to age and funding we want to investigate if this is in any 

way visible in the communication posted on Facebook.  

Our research question will be formulated as: What communicative tools did the Social 

Democrats and the Feminist Initiative use in their communication on Facebook during the 

election campaign?   

We intend to study our material to discern tools based in the theoretical framework of 

relationship marketing and reputation management which can be placed within the theoretical 

framework of strategic political communication.  

 

1.1 Purpose 

The aim of this essay is to conduct a descriptive study which will investigate how strategic 

communication tools are used in political campaigns in Sweden on Facebook. We will study the 

campaign communication by The Social Democrats and the Feminist Initiative on their official 

Facebook pages one month prior to the 2014 general election (August 14 - September 14) To 
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examine in what way the two parties use Facebook to communicate their policies, connect with 

the publics and encourage voter support.  

 

1.2 Thesis question 

Which strategic components do the parties apply in their Facebook communication?  

Do the parties differ in their use of communicative tools? 

 

1.3 Disposition  

This essay consists of seven main chapters: 1. Introduction, 2. Background, 3. Theories, 4. 

Material & Method, 5. Results & Analysis, 6. Discussion and 7. Summary & Conclusion.  

The Introduction presented the purpose and thesis questions of the study. In the chapter 

Background we present both the place of social media in political communication as well as facts 

about our chosen parties. Background also contains a summary of previous research which have 

had an impact in our study. The third chapter, Theories is divided into subchapters for each of 

the theories for easier understanding. Material and Method, will present our methodology, how 

the material was gathered, the operationalising and coding process as well as problems 

encountered along with validity and reliability. In the Results & Analysis chapter we will 

presents our results and analyze them. The final two chapters will discuss our findings and 

present our conclusion.  

 

2. Background 

This chapter presents the background to our study. After a short introduction it will firstly 

discuss theories regarding social media's place in political communication. Secondly, it will 

present some aspects of the Swedish political system and information about the two parties in 

this study. In conclusion a short summary of previous research which have had an impact on our 

research.  

 

In much of the literature regarding political marketing and campaign communication there is a 

general assumption that in order to break through the plethora of voices in the media landscape 
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you need large funds and professionalised communication. The third stage of political 

campaigning according to Farrell and Webb (2000) largely consists of commercial slots, media 

relation professionals and other pricy endeavours (108-109). Their chapter, Political Parties as 

Campaign Organizations, published in 2000, talks about the internet as a potential future for 

political campaigning, but stresses the overall importance of funds and professionals in any 

campaign “It may be easy enough for a small party to establish its own website, but unless it has 

sufficient resources and expertise it is unlikely to be able to develop as interesting and innovative 

websites as larger, better resources parties” (Farrell and Webb 2000: 112). Continuous 

developments of the internet and how we use it, along side the issue of campaign funding will 

naturally be part of our study. Another point which forms the background to our research is the 

history and organization of our two parties. In addition to this, we will incorporate the scholarly 

literature which discusses the use of social media in political communication.  

 

2.1 Social media 

The field of online political marketing is still in its early stages of development and can be 

defined as “[....] the sustainable, goal-oriented and strategy-based management of relationships 

between political actors and their stakeholders, by the means of new information and 

communication technologies,” (Jackson et al. 2012: 286). In political marketing, as well as in 

corporate marketing, there has been a shift towards a focus on relationships rather than 

transactions, we discuss this development in greater detail in our theory chapter. This 

development has, however, affected the way in which researchers view the possibilities of 

internet. Instead of merely using it as a traditional one-way communication tool, internet offers 

the potential of dialogue with stakeholders. “potentially, the internet provides a simple and cost-

effective means of reaching external and internal audiences over a long period of time.” (Jackson 

et al. 2012: 287). The emergence of web 2.0
1
 with its interactive features such as social media 

has opened up the possibility to form online relationships with stakeholders based on dialogue 

and participation (2012: 287).   

                                                 
1
 Web 2.0 - is the version of the web where ordinary users can add their own content. Where control of the content 

on internet is transferred from a few to the many. Where the use of interactive social media becomes a “central 

platform for communication” (Brown 2009: 2) - a democratization of internet. The term was coined in 2004 (Brown 

2009:1-2).  
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Social media is assumed to be a medium well suited for creating and maintaining 

relationships. Based on the interactive features, such as share, like, and comment, it is 

theoretically possible to facilitate input, collaborate with the public, respond to and ask for 

feedback and give quick responses in a crisis, without having to go through traditional media. 

These inherent interactive functions has the potential to inspire dialogue, feedback, openness and 

trust needed for committed and successful relationships (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 31-33).  

Internet, web 2.0 and social media has opened up the possibilities of “extensive 

interactivity and bottom-up features that could encourage a genuine two-way dialogue with 

citizens [....]” (Jackson et al. 2012: 288). However, an argument presented by Jackson et al. is 

that parties “continue to focus on information-heavy, centralized and neatly presented top down 

web content” which “retains message control” (Jackson et al. 2012: 288). However, the 

successful use of web 2.0 in the Obama campaign 2008 is believed to have seriously widened the 

focus of how to best utilize web 2.0 and social media in campaigns (2012: 288).  

Facebook can be viewed as a sort of “ready to use” tool which requires minimum web 

creation knowledge. An organization may easily and with low costs create a Facebook page to 

represent itself online. This Facebook page can be customized to suit the organization's image, it 

also comes with many features which promote interactivity. Facebook is a public medium where 

anyone can view a public page, however, in order to get direct updates a user needs to follow 

said page (Ström 2010: 67). This has a natural impact on Facebooks ability to reach new 

constituents. Making the platform a semi-public medium, it is less public than perhaps a 

billboard campaign, but more public than for instance a personal email. In order to spread 

messages posted on Facebook to those not actively following the party’s own facebook page 

followers need to interact with the message. When a follower likes, comments or shares a 

facebook post it spreads to the friends or followers of that constituent (Westling 2007: 6). 

Therefore one could argue that the in order to make facebook messages spread to as many 

constituents as possible it is vital to engage those already involved. To encourage them to use 

these inherent features and thus spread the message to more and more viewers. In order to truly 

mobilize potential voters the party needs to create messages which its followers want to share 

with their friends, as well as urge them to do so (Westling 2007: 9-10) 
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2.2 The two parties  

The Swedish political system is a multi-party system with a traditional left or right wing 

separation of ideologies (Strömbäck 2009b: 69). Traditionally, Swedish voters have aligned 

themselves with one party based on class identification (Bäck, Larsson 2008: 94). In recent years 

party affiliation is declining with increasing voter mobility. However, voters tend to move within 

rather than between the right and left wing (Bäck, Larsson 2008: 91). Sweden does, however, 

also have parties which can be categorized as being ideologically “in the middle”, for instance 

the Environmentalist Party (Miljöpartiet) (Strömbäck 2009b: 70). The Environmentalist Party 

was formed out of the environmentalist movement in the 1970s and can be seen to represent a 

new way to form parties, with less focus on class and more on single issues to unite its members 

(Bäck, Larsson 2008: 87). The Feminist Initiative can be seen to belong more to this way of 

forming parties, although feminism is traditionally closely connected to the socialist ideas of 

equality. The Swedish political parties has comparatively high levels of party membership 

among voters (Bäck, Larsson 2008: 94). The system also offers public funding to any party 

which receive higher than 2,5% of the votes in a public election. The party receive one 

predetermined sum, and then additional funding for every elected member (riksdagen.se). This 

does for instance explain the difference in budget between parties in Sweden. 

The Social Democrats is one of Sweden's oldest party, formed in 1889 and has its 

ideological base in the socialist workers movement (socialdemokraterna.se). The Social 

Democrats is mostly perceived as a left wing party, although fairly close to the middle 

(Strömbäck 2009b: 70). As one the oldest and largest parties they have been the ruling 

government for several periods and can be credited with constructing the Swedish welfare state 

(socialdemokraterna.se). Today it is one of Swedens most professionalized parties (Strömbäck 

2009b: 69). The party is supposedly run in a strict top-down manner where many decisions are 

made without the input of members (Bäck, Larsson 2008: 92). The Social Democrats stated that 

in the 2014 election their campaign budget was 70 million SEK (Terje: 2014).  

The Feminist Initiative is one of the youngest parties in Sweden and was formed in 2005 

(svensk nationell datatjänst). It has its ideological base in the feminist movement  and the party 

intends to bring a feminist dimension into party politics, a dimension they argue is lacking 

(feministisktinitiativ.se). Being a new and comparatively small party, much of their campaign 

work is done by volunteers. According to their own website they had, before the election, a 
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campaign budget of between 650.000 SEK and 1 million SEK (feministisktinitiativ.se.
2
)  The 

relatively low campaign budget has made the party focus on social media in the campaign since 

social media is free to use (expressen.se).  

 

 

2.3 Previous research 

There is a need for empirical research in the field of political communication and political 

marketing, especially studies with a comparative perspective (Lees-Marshment et al. 2012: 80). 

One global attempt to do so was conducted by, Jackson, Lilleker and Schweitzer in a case-study 

during elections in the US, France, Germany and the UK in the time period 2007-10 in which the 

researchers wanted “to test for conversations taking place within the selected four countries, and 

to consider the outcomes of such interactivity” (Jackson et al. 2012: 290). The researchers found 

that their data ”refutes the expectation of a gradual evolution towards a more web 2.0 style” 

(2012: 292). The differences in strategies between parties, both within and between countries 

makes it difficult to speak of a general progression towards the web 2.0 style and the potential of 

interactive relationship building communication. In their advice to practitioners the researchers 

suggest, based on the results in the study, to focus on different strategies for different audiences, 

and to use web 2.0 as a flexible way to do so (Jackson 2012: 292-296). 

The theories concerning Web 2.0 and relationship marketing vs sales oriented marketing 

are part of the theories concerning the professionalisation of political campaign work. Or as 

Farrell and Webb (2000) identified it; that professionalisation is a part of the third stage of 

political campaigning (2000: 108-109). However, as the empirical results showed in the Jackson 

                                                 
2
 We have had some difficulties finding a definite source regarding the Feminist Initiative’s campaign budget. There 

are, however, no doubt that it is significantly less than the Social Democrats 70 million.  
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et al. study, the level of professionalisation can vary, both between countries, but also between 

parties in the same country.  

A Swedish study which has also influenced our research question is the attempt by 

Strömbäck (2009) to empirically test the level of professionalisation of Swedish parties (2009b: 

63-64). This study was conducted during the 2006 public election campaign. The study is based 

on the work by Gibson and Römmele (2001) where they operationalized theories of 

professionalisation. The results of the study showed that the level of professionalisation varies 

much between the different political parties. Two points which is noteworthy in regards to our 

own research are, first, that the Social Democrats is one of the most professionalized parties in 

Sweden. Secondly, that none of the Swedish parties are can be described as fully 

professionalized parties, “there is still room for amateurs in Swedish politics” [translated from 

Swedish] (Strömbäck 2009b: 84) 

Other important research regarding 

online political communication is, Creating a 

Win–Win Situation? Relationship Cultivation 

and the Use 

of Social Media in the 2012 Campaign (2014) 

conducted by Jesper Strömbäck, Emma 

Svensson and Spiro Kiousis. The study 

measures the level of relationship cultivation 

strategies in the Obama and Romney election 

campaign in 2012. They operationalized 

variables from theories in relationship marketing and management. The results showed that some 

relationships cultivation strategies were used by both campaigns. However, out of eight 

strategies only three (collaboration, common interest and rewarding system) were used more 

than 6,2% (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 35). The results also suggests that “the kind of relationship the 

campaigns attempted to cultivate was almost exclusively focused on exchanges” (Strömbäck et 

al. 2014: 41). The study concluded that the two campaigns did not make the most of  the 

relationship cultivation strategies operationalized (Strömbäck 2014).  
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3. Theories 

This chapter will first present a short introduction to our theoretical framework. Subsequently 

we will discuss our three main theories, political communication, relationship marketing and 

reputation management in more detail. 

 

Political communication has incorporated techniques and strategies prominent in the field of 

marketing since the 1920s (Harris, Lock 1996: 14). Political campaign work is also described as 

being prone to adopt new technologies in their communicative efforts (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 

28). Therefore, it is viable to suggest that, although political communication is a field of its own, 

the manner in which political campaigns are constructed today should bear evidence of the same 

theoretical and technological developments as the field of marketing. Marketing has, over time, 

developed into more complex understandings of organizational needs and constituent behaviour. 

Modern scholars speak less of the effects of mass media and the marketing mix, and more about 

reputations and relationships. Alongside this theoretical development within the field of 

marketing, the technological progress has led us into the era of  web 2.0 with interactive media 

and high speed internet.   

This essay aims to quantitatively analyse what strategic communication tools [our] 

parties use to formulate their message. In order to do so we must first present relevant theories in 

fields such as; political communication, relationship marketing, and reputation management.  

The term strategic communication will be used as an umbrella term for planned 

communication used purposefully, to “provide direction for action” (Coombs, Holladay 2010: 

58). Strömbäck (2009) defines strategic political communication “as conscious efforts to 

influence, either the public, or specific target groups in a certain direction” [translated from 

Swedish] (Strömbäck 2009a: 15). The means by which this is done can vary from the use of 

mass media to identifying target groups, or the strategic use of surveys in a campaign (2009a: 

15). Coombs and Holladay focus more on medium in their description of strategic tools, such as 

press releases, news media or blogs (2010: 58). While Strömbäck (2009) also highlights the 

importance to strategically design different messages (2009a: 15).  

The strategic use of language to construct a message can be seen as a communication 

tool. The strategically designed message will later be used in a campaign, and shared with the 

public via a communication medium (such as news media). How phrases are consciously 
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planned to evoke a feeling, raise awareness or motivate the viewer are all part of the 

communication strategy. Examples of this could be; to stress a common interest, ask for 

feedback or collaboration efforts with constituents. In our study, when we speak of 

“communicative tools” or “strategic tools” what we refer to is the strategic use of language to 

construct messages.  

These strategic communication tools are operationalized as variables in our quantitative 

analysis, they derive from the field of marketing, and specifically from relationship marketing. 

 

3.2 Political communication 

Modern political communication has from it’s birth in the 1920s been an interdisciplinary field 

of study inspired by research from areas such as sociology, journalism, political science, rhetoric 

and communications, amongst others (Kaid 2004: xiii). According to Rogers, in the chapter 

Theoretical Diversity in Political communication (2004) published in the Handbook of Political 

Communication  Research political communication is closely intertwined with the study of mass 

communication. Scholars such as Lippman (1922), Lasswell (1927) and Lazarsfeld (1940) 

conducted extensive research which has laid the foundations for modern political 

communication. These scholars formulated ideas of  propaganda and public opinion, agenda 

setting, and media effects (Rogers 2004: 4-5). For instance,  Lasswell formulated the phrase, 

“Who said what to whom via which channels with what effects” (2004: 5), a phrase most media 

and communications students and scholars are familiar with. Lazarsfeld, on the other hand, 

conducted a study which  “postulated the two-step flow of communication in which opinion 

leaders [....] passed along political information to their followers via interpersonal 

communication channels” (2004: 6). The early studies in communication has had a great impact 

on how to view communication within the research of political communication, showing a “[....] 

primary focus on mass media communication” (2004: 15). The focus on the effects of mass 

media on voter behavior, such as agenda setting, framing, and the diffusion of news has 

traditionally been the predominant focus of political communication (2004: 9-12). 

However, quite recently there has been a development in the field of political 

communication. One which makes use of the interdisciplinary roots of political communication. 

Along side the changing political climate, political communication is moving towards closer ties 

with marketing and public relations. This has lead to the emergence of the field Political 
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Marketing. According to some scholars, a field which was, in the early 2000s, still in need of 

theoretical cohesion (Lees-Marshment 2001: 692). The difference between a business and a 

political party has made the implementation of marketing a process of adapting the theories and 

practices of marketing, to suit the theories and practices of political science (Lees-Marshment 

2001: 693). Although a fairly young field in its own right, it can be argued that it is impossible to 

run for public office without adopting marketing strategies in the campaign (Newman, Perloff 

2004: 18). The adoption of aspects prominent in marketing into the political sphere can also be 

seen as a part of the development of political party campaign work. Where political campaigning 

is perceived as moving away from its background of propaganda and mass communication. 

Towards what has been labeled the third stage of political communication or the 

professionalisation of political communication. In this third stage there is a supposedly higher 

levels of public relations professionals involved in the campaign work, as well as campaign 

practitioners viewing voters, to a larger extent, as consumers (Gibson, Römmele 2001: 31-32). In 

their theoretic definitions of the professionalisation Gibson and Römmele (2001) present the idea 

that it is not merely a party’s surroundings i.e the society in which the party exists, that 

determine its level of professionalisation, but also internal party structure. Aspects such as, party 

ideology, resources and internal structure are highlighted, among others, as key aspects when 

trying to predict the level of party professionalisation. This means that the level of 

professionalisation might not only vary between countries, but also between parties within the 

same country.  

As the interdisciplinary links between the world of politics and the world of marketing 

grow closer the academic world grows eager to empirically test the actual impact this has on 

campaign work. One such study is Creating a Win–Win Situation? Relationship Cultivation and 

the Use 

of Social Media in the 2012 Campaign (2014), mentioned in Chapter 3.1 Previous Research. 

This empirical study focuses on relationship marketing aspects in online political campaigning. 

Relationship marketing being one aspect of marketing with a growing influence in marketing and 

public relations literature.   

Another empirical attempt to study the progress of political communication is the study 

by Jackson et al. already mentioned in Chapter 3.1 Previous Research. The researcher 
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operationalized theories based on Ferber et al.
3
 which “suggests that there are two key 

dimensions to understanding the use and impact of the internet in communications” (Jackson et 

al. 2012: 290). One is to assess the direction of communication, one-way, two-way or three-way 

and the other that different levels of control over the communication flow matters (2012: 291). In 

a scale of 1-10, number 1 would mean high level of sender control - one-way communication, 

while number 10 means that both sender and receiver has equal control - a conversation. Number 

10 would indicate a high level of relationship marketing influence, based on openness and 

dialogue, while number 1 is the traditional sales oriented marketing approach (Jackson et al. 

2012: 291).  

All of these aspects of political communication are important to our study, however we 

now continue with a more detailed presentation of relationship marketing. 

 

3.3 Relationship marketing  

In the paper From Marketing Mix to Relationship theory: Towards a paradigm shift in 

marketing? (1994) autor Christian Grönros poses the question whether the dominating paradigm 

of the marketing mix with its 4 Ps
4
 is becoming less applicable in modern business. 

    “The globalization of business and the evolving recognition of the importance of customer   

     retention and market economies and of customer relationship economics, among other trends,  

     reinforce the change in mainstream marketing.” (Grönros 1994: 4).  

Instead of allowing the traditional approach to become “a strait-jacket” (1994: 4) to the field of 

marketing, he suggests a shift towards “Relationship building and management, or what has been 

labelled relationship marketing” (1994: 4).  

The field of relationship marketing rests on the idea that in the modern world companies 

can no longer behave as predatory competitors but must instead function within a network 

society which ”[....] rests on a foundation of shared interests and mutually agreed-upon rules of 

conduct” (Solomon 1992 quoted in Morgan, Hunt 1994: 20). That modern businesses must 

                                                 
3
 This source has not been used by authors of this essay but for additional reading: Ferber, P. Foltz, F. Pugliese, R. 

2007.  Cyberdemocracy and Online Politics: a new model of interactivity. Bulletin of Science, Technology and 

Society. 27, 1: 391-19.  
4
 The four Ps of marketing is a traditional way to view corporate marketing, the Ps stand for  Product, Price, 

Promotion, Place and stands for what needs to be taken into consideration when attempting a marketing effort. 

McCarthy, Jerome E. (1964). Basic Marketing. A Managerial Approach. Homewood, IL: Irwin. 
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involve ideas of collaboration and shared values to gain and maintain their legitimacy in the 

market (1994: 20). Two key variables for successful relationship marketing, according to 

Morgan and Hunt (1994) “[....] is relationship commitment and trust” (20). Relationship 

marketing intends to not only sell a product, an interaction with a short duration, but rather 

cultivate a long-term relationship where the customer wants to continue buying products or using 

services (Morgan, Hunt 1994: 21). 

Certain aspects such as trust, commitment, communication, shared values and benefits 

are stressed as important features of relationship marketing (Morgan, Hunt 1994: 22). These 

aspects create the foundation for successful relationships based on mutual exchange, with a 

perceived win win situation between both organization and constituent. Whereas other types of 

relationships might be defined with other incentives than both parties “winning” something. For 

instance, the “communal/mutually communal relationships” where “one party works for the good 

of the other even if it receives nothing in return”(Waters, Bortree 2012: 124).  

Regardless of the type of relationship both parties must feel benefitted from maintaining 

it (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 30). The literary review in the study Creating a Win–Win Situation? 

Relationship Cultivation and the Use of Social Media in the 2012 Campaign identified eight key 

aspects of relationship marketing and management which works as strategies for sustaining and 

strengthening relationships, which they later operationalized. Collaboration is inviting 

supporters to share tasks and/or asking for help. According to Strömbäck et al. collaboration 

“can be perceived as the easiest step for a [political] campaign to take when building a 

relationship.” (2014: 34, 36). Common interest is stressing common interests with respect to 

issues, issue positions, ideology, and/or getting the candidate elected. In the Strömbäck et al 

study, common interest appears as “a strategy campaigns can use to underline the importance of 

the election, and it is a strategy that was used in those messages calling for collaboration” (2014: 

34, 36). Co-creation is inviting supporters to shape the campaign and/or campaign messages 

(2014: 34). Openness is displaying acts of self-disclosure and sharing thoughts and feelings, both 

positive and negative (2014: 34). Assurances is showing concern and acknowledging the work of 

volunteers, and expressing appreciation for the supporters’ efforts  (2014: 34). Feedback is 

showing openness for feedback, providing systems for feedback and/or asking for feedback. The 

Strömbäck et al. study showed a surprisingly low use of the strategy feedback. “However, it is a 

strategy that demands more work by the campaigns, and the absence of requests for feedback 
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could thus be a sign of the high pressure of presidential election campaigns and the persistent 

lack of time.” (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 37). Networking is building networks or coalitions with the 

same groups or opinion leaders as the parties own supporters, or the target groups which the 

party wants to reach  (2014: 34). Rewarding systems is advantages or privileges offered only to 

supporters (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 34). This strategy can arguably be viewed more as a 

maintenance strategy than relationship building, and in the American study it was “often used as 

an incentive to get supporters to engage more in collaborative actions” (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 

36). 

Based on their review of literature concerning relationships in public relations and 

marketing, as well as on social media, they “[....] hypothesize that both the Obama and the 

Romney campaigns (1) used relationship cultivation strategies in volunteer emails, Facebook 

updates, and Tweets, (2) used more strategies based on exchange than on covenantal and mutual 

communal relationships, and (3) used different strategies in different channels.” (Strömbäck et 

al. 2014: 33). We intend to apply an adapted version of the Strömbäck et al. variables to conduct 

our own version of their study.  

Relationship marketing has made its way into the scholarly field of political marketing 

and politicians are expected to use political marketing to “develop a more productive relationship 

with the public” (Lees-Marshment 2012: 1). However, the growing theoretical field needs 

empirical research to determine to what extent political parties use relationship building 

strategies in their communication. The study conducted by Strömbäck et al. on which we have 

based our research, attempts this. However, their results show that “relationship building 

strategies were not the dominating strategy used in the parties online campaigns [translated from 

Swedish]” (Strömbäck 2014). Instead of relationship marketing the authors suggest that 

“reputation cultivation might be a more valid description” (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 42-43). They 

also discuss the possibility that many of the interactive relationship building “opportunities are 

more often perceived than realized.”(2014: 42) on social media. That Facebook is just another 

medium, and not inspiring any drastic change in the use of campaign strategies (Strömbäck et al. 

2014: 42)  The impact their results has on the validity of our own study will be addressed in the 

Chapter 4.6 Validity and Reliability. 

However, instead of abandoning the Strömbäck et al. study and refrain from using their 

variables we have decided to include a larger portion of reputation management in our theoretical 
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framework. In the literature regarding relationships and reputations it is easy to find 

interconnecting links between the two fields. Something which we intend to use in our study.     

 

3.4 Reputation management  

According to Morgan and Hunt trust is, alongside relationship commitment, placed at the center 

of relationship marketing (1994: 22-24). They “[....] conceptualize trust as when one party has 

confidence in an exchange partner’s reliability and integrity” (1994: 23). This coincides well 

with Brönns definition of trust in reputation management as “[....] an exchange of social 

evaluations which ‘are crucial to partner selection, social control and coalition formations’ 

(Giardini et al. 2008)” (Brönn 2010: 309). Trust is the basis of both favorable reputations and 

lasting relationships. When constituents trust an organization to live up to expectations and a 

good reputation is established, constituents will be more inclined to form and maintain a 

relationship with the organization. This makes relationship and reputation, at times, hard to 

separate from each other, as Brönn (2010) points out, “[....] relationships are reputation” (2010: 

310). Since an organization with a good reputation will be viewed as more attractive to form a 

relationship with. It is also pointed out that the “[....] quality of relationships determine 

reputations” (2010: 310). The way constituents view and feel about their relationship with the 

organization plays part in constructing that organization's reputation. The close links between 

reputations and relationships make it difficult to clearly separate them from each other, 

something which Strömbäck et al. (2014) point out  “[....] scholars as well as practitioners might 

tend to use the concept of “relationships” far too broadly, including theories, strategies, and 

practices that do not constitute a relationship in a proper sense” (2014: 42). Naturally, this raises 

questions such as, is it necessary to separate the two ideas from each-other, and if such a 

separation is desirable how will it be done.  

One distinction is, according to Strömbäck et al. (2014) that relationships are what an 

organization wants to form and cultivate with its engaged constituents, while favorable 

reputations are what needs to be cultivated in regard to the less engaged constituents to enable 

relationships in the future (2014: 30). This idea suggests that perhaps reputation can be viewed as 

a means to obtain relationships, but that actual relationships are the goal of the marketing action. 

With this idea, all the strategies operationalized by the Strömbäck et al. (2014) study could be 

viewed as the reputational means by which the parties intend to create and maintain relationships 
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with voters. The strategies could also be viewed as a scale measurement in an attempt to 

determine the level of advancement in the relationship marketing. With common interest (shared 

values) at the lower end of the scale - more reputation than relationship, while co-creation will 

be at the other end of the scale - more relationship than reputation. This “relationship-reputation 

continuum” (2014: 39) does offer the possibility to do a normative analysis of the results, to 

determine if a party uses the strategies available in the most efficient and effective way.  

In the book PR: Strategy and Application (2010), Coombs and Holladay discuss the 

various benefits an organization can derive from a favorable reputation. This “intangible asset” 

(2010: 170) is described as being valuable to attract customers, motivate employees, generate 

investments, improving financial performance, among other things (2010: 170). Admittedly, the 

focus in the book, and the focus of reputation management in general is rather “corporate-

centric” (2010: 168) sometimes excluding non-profit and political organizations. However, if 

reputation is how “constituents perceive an organization” (2010: 168) it might be of even greater 

importance to those organizations without a clear product or service to market.  

For effective reputation management Coombs and Holladay point out that an 

organization does not only need to achieve identity-reputation alignment but also create an 

organization identity which its constituents approve of, “identity and reputation can align, but if 

constituents dislike the identity, the reputation does not benefit the organization” (2010: 174-

175). Organization identity should therefore be constructed in a collaboration with constituents. 

An identity based on elements of co-creation and shared values should generate a good 

reputation with intended constituents, i.e. those who share the same values as the organization. In 

a political context shared values are often based in ideology, “as an expression of an endeavor 

for a perceived common good” (Strömbäck et al. 2014: 36). This means that a political party 

needs to present an identity which aligns with the ideology of the party, and potential voters.  

The focus on co-creation and shared values are, as previously mentioned, also part of 

those eight strategies for forming and maintaining relationships. Also, in order to achieve any 

level of co-creation with constituents there is a continuous need for feedback on organization 

behaviour, as well as openness in the procedures which form the organization identity. 

Furthermore, aspects such as co-creation, feedback and collaboration would not be possible 

without a dialogue between the organization and its constituents. This means that many of the 

identified key aspects of relationship marketing are equally stressed in reputation management.  
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3.5 Summary 

This section has attempted to give a clear view of our theoretic framework. How the field of 

political communication has moved towards marketing and has now incorporated the marketing 

ideas of relationship marketing and reputation management. We have also highlighted important 

aspects of relationship marketing and reputation management that are later operationalized in our 

empirical research. We have stressed the importance placed on trust in both fields of study. How 

trust can be seen as one of the most important foundations of relationships and reputations 

formed between an organization and constituents. 

 The theories presented in 3.1 Political Communication  concerns itself with general 

aspects of the field of political communication, such as the emergence of the field and the 

developments seen in recent years. This chapter is meant to allow the reader to place our study 

within  its scholarly field and to deepen the understanding of political communication in general. 

Relationship marketing is an important development in the field of Public Relations and 

Corporate Marketing, which are strongly influencing modern political communication. The 

theories presented in 3.3 Relationship Marketing aim to clearly present the foundations to our 

variables. Relationship Marketing is also the main theory in the Strömbäck et al. study, which is 

the origin of our variables. We also included 3.4 Reputation Management  to widen the 

theoretical scope of the essay, in an attempt to highlight how many of our variables also can be 

representative of aspects of Reputation Management.  

 Although our study is foremost a descriptive study, which concerns itself with the 

strategic tools found in Facebook messages, we entertained a discussion regarding our theoretical 

framework throughout our work. Since online political communication is a new field of interest 

it is important to discuss which theories are best suited to use in different studies. We are 

confident that although are theories might not be the only ones viable to use, they will allow us 

to thoroughly investigate our material, make important findings and draw interesting 

conclusions. 
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4. Material and Method 

This chapter will present and discuss the method of research we have chosen to use in our study, 

as well as present our choice of material. It continues to present the operationalization of 

variables as well as discuss how we interpret them. Conclusively, we present a discussion of the 

validity and reliability of our work. 

4.1 Methodology 

Our research will be a quantitative one, in which we count the content of Facebook posts 

according to the basic definition of quantitative research given by Metodpraktikan (2012). 

Quantitative content analysis is based on equal and therefore comparable data, from enough 

units, which we can measure and analyze using statistics (Esaiasson et al. 2012: 197). This 

measurable data will, in our study, be the frequency of variables and the selected Facebook posts 

will be our analytical units. We intend to divide our units (Facebook posts) by party, to allow for 

comparison between the two.  

When carrying out a quantitative content analysis an important step is the 

operationalization of the theoretical framework; to create clear definitions of the aspects one 

wishes to measure. This is also a crucial step to ensure the validity of the research. Variables that 

lack a strong theoretical foundation increase the risk that the research fails to measure the aspects 

of the material which it intended to do (Esaiasson et al. 2012: 55).  

One way to ensure that the used variables are correctly operationalized is to base them on 

previous research. Something which also ensures the accumulation of research in that area. 

Although our variables are adopted from previous research we needed to clearly define our 

interpretations of them, in order to ensure coherent coding and avoid alterations as the work 

progressed. This was done both by closely studying the theoretical sources, as well as conducting 

several pre-studies. In the pre-studies we discussed different definitions, interpretations and how 

to act in various situations. This gave us valuable knowledge about our material, what we could 

expect to find, and also what difficulties we could anticipate.  
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4.2 Material 

In order to answer our research question - Based on relationship marketing, which strategic 

components does the parties apply in their Facebook communication -we will analyze each 

parties Facebook posts from the final month of election (August 14th to September 14th 2014).  

The first step in gathering material was to change each party's Facebook-page display 

settings from “highlights” to “all” so that not only the most popular posts were shown. We then 

scrolled to our selected time period and used the Windows Snipping Tool
5
 to capture each post 

as a .jpeg file. This was so that we would have all the posts offline, which would not only 

simplify our work but also prevent data loss due to parties removing or altering posts. In total we 

gathered 206 Facebook posts; 59 from the Social Democrats and 147 from the Feminist 

Initiative. This was done between the 8th and the 10th of October 2014, the posts where at this 

time available to the public on the Facebook pages, we were aware that some posts might be 

removed or hidden after these dates, which is why they were all saved offline.  

Facebook is often praised for its interactive features, such as share, like and comment and 

one of the problems when gathering our material was deciding whether we would include these 

in our study or not. We could for example look at the amounts of likes per post, or analyze the 

response given by followers in the comments. Including this would give an interesting analysis 

of the participation of potential voters, the level of dialogue as opposed to one way 

communication. It would, however, shift focus away from our initial research question - How 

does the party’s own communication on Facebook look? To include follower participation would 

be the natural next step if we conducted a larger research. To conclude this discussion we 

decided that the scope of our essay would not benefit from including the interactive features of 

Facebook. We have decided that since our research focus is on messages posted by the parties, 

rather than how well followers respond to communicative efforts, we will not include any 

comments, amounts of likes or shares in our analysis.  

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5
 The snipping tool is a Windows based localized print screen application. 
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The data consists of all Facebook posts posted by the two parties during the selected time period. 

● All posts were captured as .jpeg files with the Windows Snipping Tool. 

● The total number of posts (t) is 206. 

○ 59 from the Social Democrats. 

○ 147 from the Feminist Initiative. 

 

4.3 Operationalizing the variables 

Our variables are based on the Strömbäck et.al study (2014) Creating a Win-Win Situation? 

Relationship Cultivation and the Use of Social Media in the 2012 Campaign and presented in our 

Theory chapter. 

 

This table presents the original variables and their definitions in the left column. In the right 

column we present our interpretations of those variables. 

Table. 2 

Original variable 

 

Interpretation of variable 

Collaboration - inviting supporters to share 

tasks and/or asking for help. 7 subcategories 

of asking for help were developed based on a 

review of the campaigns’ communications: 

donate, vote, volunteer, sign a petition, join a 

call, talk to friends/family, and share/retweet. 

Collaboration to spread party campaign and 

post needs to contain urging for an action. - 

when party explicitly asks for a collaboration 

effort. Asks viewer to share, like or retweet. 

This definition exclude: share, like, comment 

without the explicit mentioning of the action. 

Also the presence of a link to a news paper. 

Or the presence of just a “read more here”.  

 

e.g. Share this petition, talk to your friends, 

join this call, come listen to our speeches. 

events include- listen to us talk, lectures, 

speeches, concerts.  

Co-creation - inviting supporters to shape the Will be defined as inviting to create a political 
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campaign and/or campaign messages.  message together. 

 

e.g. Contribute to our politics, hashtag 

pictures of you voting, give us your stories, 

create something with us. 

 

 

Openness - displaying acts of self-disclosure 

and sharing thoughts and feelings, both 

positive and negative. 

e.g. Follow our policy making process or join 

us behind the scenes live stream or “we 

apologize for this..” Assumed to not be used 

much in party Facebook communication. 

Assurances - showing concern about the other 

party, acknowledging its work, and expressing 

appreciation for the supporters’ efforts. 

Focus on thanking involved people, 

highlighting the hard work and importance of 

voters/volunteers. 

 

e.g. “A big thanks to all our volunteers”. 

Feedback - showing openness for feedback, 

providing systems for feedback and/or asking 

for feedback. 

Asking the viewer to give opinions, and 

offering the means to do so by referring to 

email-address, link on website etc. 

 

e.g. “Tell us how you like our commercial.” 

Common interest - stressing common interests 

with respect to issues, issue positions, 

ideology, and/or getting the candidate  

elected. Common interest is a strategy that 

campaigns can use to underline the 

importance of the election, and it is a strategy 

that was used in those messages calling for 

Focus on party issues, issue position and 

ideology - this is who we are and you will 

vote for us because you share our values. 

Implicit in almost all party campaign 

communication, which is why we have coded 

it only when a common interest is stressed. 

Exclude: slogans.  
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collaboration  

 

 

e.g. environmental goals, stressing feminism 

or the class system.  

Networking - building networks or coalitions 

with the same groups or opinion leaders as 

their supporters 

Using “known” persons and or organizations 

such as celebrities to draw attention and 

promote the party and party issues.  

 

e.g. Benny Andersson, LO. 

Rewarding systems - advantages or privileges 

offered only to supporters. It was divided into 

“hard” privileges (free gifts 

or prizes, such as a campaign banners) and 

“soft” privileges (invites to special events 

or dinners with the candidate). 

 

 

 

 

 

e.g. “donate and win a dinner with …” 

(Strömbeck et. al, 2014: 34 &36) 

4.4 Coding Process 

In each post the variables will be coded as present or absent. All posts will be grouped according 

to party, so that the parties can be compared.  

By assigning a number to present (1) and to absent (0) each post will be translated into a code 

(e.g. 1.0.1.1.0.0.1.0) by using Apaches Open Office Calculate. There are cases where none of the 

variables are present on a manifest level and those posts will been named absent-all, they will 

still be included in the total amount of posts
6
. After all posts are coded, the sum of each variables 

usage will be calculated with the function SUM (e.g “=SUM(A2:A60)” would give us The 

Social Democrats total usage of the variable Collaboration). These numbers have then been 

converted into % by dividing the frequency with the total amount of posts (e.g. 12 / 59 = 0,2033 

which we have then rounded down to 0,2 which equals 20%). 

                                                 
6
 So that the percentages will be representative. 
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4.5 Problems   

During the process of coding we discovered some difficulties with clearly distinguishing the 

borders of our variables, for example any post from a political party can be interpreted as 

containing common interest since the actual focus of a political campaign is to get the party 

elected. As a result of this we made the decision to be restrictive in our definitions and only code 

clear cases of the party stressing, urging or expressing one or more of the variables in their 

communication. The main problems we discovered are:    

Collaboration: Will not be coded as present in a post which presents a link, without 

urging the viewer to press it. The mere presence of the possibility to collaborate i.e share, like 

and comment will not be coded as present. This is an inherent feature of Facebook and not an 

active choice of the parties to include. However, when the party urges the viewer to use these 

inherent features, example “share this with your friends” it will be coded as collaboration - 

present.  

Co-creation: One of the most difficult to determine the boundaries of. Where does co-

creation start and where does it end can be discussed excessively. Is volunteering to discuss party 

politics with voters in for example a town square co-creation - because any communicative 

action creates meaning. Or is it collaboration because volunteering is already defined as part of 

collaboration, the message is already created and the volunteer is merely communicating it? We 

decided to only code co-creation as present when the actual communication action would not 

exist unless people got engaged, for example, the Feminist Initiative urged people to “vote, take 

a photo and tag it to Fi”. This is an instance where the voter can shape the campaign and be part 

of it. There is also a general assumption that co-creation should not be expected this close to the 

election, but rather in the years between election where work is done to formulate the next 

campaign. 

Openness: It is difficult to define and detect openness in Facebooks posts. Has been 

coded when the party expresses concern for the campaign, or apologizes for something, example 

is when Fi apologized for lack the of ballots in some voting booths.  

We consider discovering these problems a great opportunity to discuss our research question and 

validate our research to ourselves. Every time a new difficulty occurred we had to revisit our 

theories, our variables and their definitions to justify our choices.  
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4.6 Validity and Reliability 

The Strömbäck et al. study, on which we have based our research, discovered that the use of 

relationships marketing was far less prominent than anticipated. This makes it imperative for us 

to ask ourselves if the use of their variables and their theoretical framework makes for a valid 

research. If a negative result already have been found, what is the academic point of continuing 

that research.  

We will address this issue in four points: Firstly, we wanted to base our research in a 

previous research, in order to contribute to the accumulative research in the fairly new field of 

online political communication. Secondly, the variables constructed can be interpreted as based 

in relationship marketing, but, close interdisciplinary links between relationships and reputations 

makes many of the variables applicable when maintaining a reputation management focus in the 

research as well.  Thirdly, there is also an interesting point to investigate whether the use of 

relationship marketing tools in political marketing are used in Sweden at any large extent, and if 

so which. And lastly, if the tools used are the same as in the USA study, or if it varies in regards 

to which tools are most frequently used. However, when we compare our study to the Strömbäck 

et al. study, it is of great importance to always remember that they investigated a larger material 

than ours. Also that they compare different social platforms and communication channels with 

each other. We must take care to always make comparisons based on relevant information.  

To ensure the reliability of our study we have defined our variables as narrowly as 

possible, to avoid confusion or altering interpretations The coding process had a continuing 

discussion regarding any difficult aspect. We also took notes during the coding process to ensure 

that we coded consistently throughout the work.  

To ensure coherent coding we performed three separate coding’s of our material, we also 

took extra care to compare posts with similar content to make sure they were coded consistently. 

Although we defined our variables carefully before starting the coding process it soon became 

evident how easy it is to interpret something a little bit differently due to things such as, variance 

in phrasing, a different picture or just plain human error. It was very helpful to be able to discuss 

with each-other, when differences occurred we needed to argue for our preference and try to 

convince the other. It was also easy to interpret too much into a post, we constantly needed to 

remind ourselves that we are only interested it the obvious manifest meaning, whenever we 

started to analyze a phrase or a picture to closely we took a step back and refocused.  
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4.7 Ethical considerations 

Since our research material consists of public content, available to anyone who follows the 

party’s Facebook page we have no real ethical considerations in our study. Had we for instance 

included the comments we would have needed to anonymizes names and profile pictures. 

Although Facebook is a public medium, where people comments with their real names they 

might not enjoy being part of a research project. However, the limit of our study, to only include 

material available to the public, removes most of the ethical considerations usually associated 

with research. 

 

5. Results & Analysis  

This chapter will present the results found in our quantitative content analysis and our analysis 

of that data. 

 

5.1 Results  

These are the main results found in our study.  

The variable common interest was used 

significantly more by both parties, making it the 

most used variable, used at least 26% more than 

the second highest.  

The second highest used variable was 

collaboration. The variable was also used 17 

percentages more by the Feminist Initiative than 

the Social Democrats.  

The Feminist Initiative has four variables used above 10% while the Social democrats only has 

two. The two variables in which Fi shows a relatively high usage of, while S does not, are 

networking and assurances, both used 10% more by the Feminist Initiative than the Social 

Democrats, showing a significant difference.  

The Social Democrats show significantly less use of the identified strategies than the Feminist 

Initiative. 
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An additional result is that there are many variables which show a usage frequency lower than 

10% for both parties.  

 

Variables with a usage percent over 10% 

Common interest - S: 73%, Fi: 63%  

Collaboration - S: 20%, Fi: 37%.  

Networking -  Fi: 20%. (only the Feminist Initiative > 10% ) 

Assurances  Fi: 13%. (only the Feminist Initiative > 10% )  

Variables with a usage percent lower than 10% 

Networking - S: 9% (only the Social Democrats < 10%) 

Openness - S: 5%, Fi: 6%.  

Assurances - S 3% (only the Social Democrats < 10%) 

Co-Creation - S 3% Fi 3% 

 Feedback - S 2%  Fi 2% 

Rewarding Systems - S 0 % Fi 0%. 

 

The category absent-all contains the posts in which we could not find any of our defined 

variables.  

 

This graph presents our numbers in an a way which enables easy comparison between the two 

parties use of relationship cultivation strategies:    
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5.2 Analysis 

The analysis will be presented, for the most part, in the same order of variables as the data 

presented in 5.1 Results. However, we have deviated from this structure when analysing 

variables which were most interesting in relation to another variable. Those will therefore be 

presented in the same section.   

 

Common interest - S: 73%, Fi: 63%  

Common interest is by far the most used strategy (S: 73% Fi: 63%)  and was the variable which 

had the highest usage by both parties. This indicates that their communication effort is mostly 

focused on presenting shared values. In a political context shared values are often based in 

ideology, and ideology can arguably be said to strongly influence those policies and issues which 

are emphasized in an electoral campaign. We suggest that the focus on common interest in our 

study shows that the parties expect to foremost be elected based on ideology i.e shared values, 

beliefs and worldview. Furthermore, the way in which the parties made use of the strategy 

common interest is often in a very top to bottom manner without much influence from the 

interactive features of web 2.0. 

 The Social Democrats only variable which measured a higher level of usage than 

Feminist Initiative was common interest (S: 73%, Fi: 63%). This suggests that the Social 

Democrats has a strong belief in that their ideology will get them elected. It also indicates that 

they seem to rely heavier on more traditional ideas of campaigning which include one way 

communication and spreading information. The Social Democrats do utilize our other defined 

strategies but to a lesser extent than the Feminist Initiative. This suggests that the Feminist 

Initiative has a greater interest in using relationship cultivation strategies on Facebook than the 

Social Democrats.  

 

Collaboration - S: 20%, Fi: 37%.  

The variable collaboration was the second most used (S: 20%, Fi: 37%), this is also the most 

significant difference in the parties usage of the strategies. Our results show that Fi uses this 

strategy to engage volunteers via Facebook more than S does. This is strengthened by examining 

Fi’s numbers for networking (S: 9%, Fi: 20%) and assurances (S: 3%, Fi: 13%). Networking 

shows a general inclination to collaborate with outside organizations and public persons. 
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Assurances is in these cases used as a strategy to thank those engaged in collaboration. 

Something which Fi showed a much higher inclination to do. For instance they posted videos 

with celebrities promoting their ideological cause on their Facebook page. The fact that the 

Feminist initiative show a significantly higher use of collaboration, networking and assurances 

clearly argues for their more prominent interest in collaborative actions.   

However, the Strömbäck et al. study presented collaboration as the most used strategy, 

while our results present common interests as most used.  The difference suggest that both US 

candidates focused more than our two Swedish parties on explicitly encouraging collaborative 

actions from followers to help spread the campaign message. While Fi and S relies heavier on 

stressing common interests i.e. shared values and ideology  to engage volunteers, rather than 

explicitly encourage collaboration.  

 

Networking - S: 9% Networking -  Fi: 20%  

The use of the strategy networking shows that the party has support from other public members 

of society, and is a good way to reach outside constituents. A celebrity will undoubtedly give the 

party additional media coverage, while an organization will add extra weight to an issue. 

Displaying established networks on Facebook can, as well as encourage those already engaged 

with the party also convince “outsiders” of the party's relevance. However, our two parties used 

the strategy networking in what appears as a top to bottom flow of communications. Instead of 

encouraging the formation of networks they presented already established networks. Instead of 

using the strategy to encourage dialogue it was rather applied with a high level of one-way 

communication.  

The variable (networking) was often used with common interest in a way that the 

coalition with an outside group emphasizes shared ideological beliefs. For instance, when the 

Social Democrats network with LO (a workers union) they emphasize their heritage within the 

workers movement. Fi also often used networking to emphasize their ideology, by using 

celebrities to speak on the behalf of feminism and the need for a feminist party.   

An organization or a celebrity will give increased credibility and/or media attention to an 

issue, event or the party itself. This will help the party reach new or different target groups with 

their message and politics. Networks also show the parties ability to form relationships with 

outside groups and their willingness to engage in mutually beneficial relationships in general.  
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Assurances - S 3% & Assurances  Fi: 13%  

The variable assurances is the strategy which focuses on recognizing volunteer efforts and 

thanking them for their work. Recognizing constituents efforts is an important aspect of a 

successful relationship. This is also in line with a higher usage of collaboration (especially 

shown by Fi) since assurances (e.g. thanking volunteers) is used to encourage further 

collaboration.  

However, the way Fi uses assurances can be said to show low levels of interactivity. 

When thanking for constituent contributions to campaign efforts using assurances the parties 

communicate with its constituents, but refrain from asking for feedback on the parties own work. 

Albeit an integral part of relationship cultivation, the way this strategy is used still presents a 

high level of one-way communication with high sender control. 

 The Social Democrats show less inclination towards assurances than the Feminist 

Initiative, this coincides with their comparatively lower usage of collaboration. With a lower 

expressed need for volunteers you have fewer volunteers to thank. This coincides with Fi’s high 

use of collaboration, with many volunteers at work, the party has a higher interest in thanking 

them.  

 

Openness - S: 5%, Fi: 6%.  

The low use of openness by both parties (S: 5%, Fi: 6%) suggests that their political 

communication on Facebook does not wish to inspire or facilitate a higher level of transparency 

in the campaigns. However, the two parties show transparency in a controlled way, they might 

apologies for inconveniences, for instance Fi had difficulty getting ballots out to voters, and 

apologized for this. However, as seen in the next category, the low use of feedback, the parties 

seldom encouraged constituents to point out their mistakes or shortcomings. The Social 

Democrats use of the strategy openness was mostly dedicated towards “behind the scenes” 

efforts, where constituents was allowed a glimpse of the campaigns process. They seldom used it 

to apologize for any inconvenience.   

 

Co-Creation - S 3% Fi 3%  & Feedback - S 2%  Fi 2% 

Co-creation and feedback can be seen as two of the variables which need high levels of two and 

three-way communication to function. Their conversational qualities make them especially 
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prominent when trying to detect high usage of relationship marketing. The results suggests that 

our parties do not fully utilize the strategies available to form relationships with their constituents 

on Facebook. It also shows that of the eight relationship cultivation strategies identified in this 

study, the parties refrain from using those which requires high levels of interactivity. Strategies 

which can be used in a controlled top to bottom manner seem to have been preferred in the 

communication we studied.  

However, both our Swedish parties showed a higher use of the variable co-creation than 

the Strömbäck et al. study showed (S+Fi: 6% & Obama+Romney: 0,5%),  the Swedish parties 

did show a significantly higher use of this strategy. Furthermore, the variable feedback was also 

used to a larger extent by the Swedish parties (S+Fi: 4%), than the US study showed for either of 

their candidates (Obama+Romney: 0,8%). This suggests that the parties in our study are more 

open to constituent response and dialogue through Facebook..  

 Both feedback and co-creation are indicators of a high level of constituent participation 

and therefore, arguably an integral part of relationship marketing and management. When 

comparing our results to the Strömbäck et al. study we found that; our Swedish parties did used 

relationship cultivation strategies on Facebook to a larger extent than the US presidential 

campaign did in 2012.  

 

Rewarding Systems - S 0 % Fi 0%. 

Neither of the two Swedish parties used rewarding systems, which suggests that to reward 

engaged constituents is not common in the Swedish political climate. Another possible analysis 

of the lack of rewarding systems is that 

communication about rewards is not something 

perceived as good marketing and something that will 

generate more volunteers or funds.   

 The higher level of rewarding systems shown 

in the Strömbäck et al. study coincides with the 

presidential campaigns use of collaboration. The 

strategy can be seen as a way to both reward engaged 

volunteers and donors funding the campaign. Fi also 

had a high use of collaboration as one of their 
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strategies, however they concerned themselves rather with thanking volunteers using assurances, 

than rewarding them with gifts or privileges 

5.3 Summary 

The strategy common interest had the highest measured usage by both parties. This shows that 

the parties rely mainly on stressing shared values and ideologies in their communication. This 

was also the only strategy where the Social Democrats had a higher usage than the Feminist 

Initiative. 

It had 53 (S) respectively 26 (Fi) percent more usage than the second most used strategy 

collaboration.  

The Feminist Initiative showed an overall higher usage of the identified strategies, especially 

collaboration. We argue that this suggests the Feminist Initiative has a greater interest in using 

relationship cultivation strategies on Facebook. 

The strategies found were not the ones mostly focused on dialogue with constituents. The highest 

frequencies of use which we found in in our study was incidentally also the strategies with the 

least need for two-way communication  i.e the more dialogue based strategies were less used 

than those which could also function with one-way communication. 
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Both Swedish parties showed an overall higher usage of strategies ( on Facebook) than the US 

study found with their respective candidates. The only definite exception is the strategy 

rewarding systems.  

 

6. Discussion 

This chapter discusses the results found and our analysis of them. The structure is based on the 

summary at the end of chapter 5. This allows the discussion to follow the structure of our most 

interesting results. We end this chapter with a discussion regarding the strategic use of 

Facebook in relationship marketing, as well as suggestions for future research.  

 

Common interest  

The high use of the strategy common interest in our study suggests that both the Feminist 

Initiative and the Social Democrats focus heavily on ideologies in their communication on 

Facebook. It appears as if the two parties believe that stressing ideology is sufficient in order to 

inspire constituents to join the party and/or vote for the party.  

The strong emphasis on common interest could be explained by both parties ideological 

background. The Social Democrats in the socialist workers movement and the Feminist Initiative 

clearly has its bases in feminism. The Social Democrats heritage and the Feminist Initiatives 

raison d’être makes ideology an important feature of both parties. It is therefore not very 

surprising that we discovered a strong emphasis on ideology (seen in the high use of the strategy 

common interest) in their Facebook campaigns. Both parties seem to determine ideology, shared 

values and highlighting political issues as sufficient to inspire constituents to join and/or vote for 

the party. The Social Democrats and the Feminist initiative relied heavily on stressing shared 

values with its constituents by emphasizing their different ideological standpoints. The social 

democrats seems to assume that “the proud worker” wants to have and maintain relationships 

with them based on the fact that they are “a worker’s party”. The Feminist initiative seems to 

expect those who call themselves feminists to join the party ranks for that sole reason.   

The high use of the strategy common interest can perhaps be partly explained by the 

construction of Facebook, which at times make it somewhat difficult to determine if the posts are 

intended for a general public, or a targeted audience. Since a user needs to have a Facebook 
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account and to follow a Facebook page in order to receive direct updates. This means that a 

person has already expressed an interest in both Facebook and the party by taking the initial steps 

to receive the Facebook communication. Meaning that whomever follows a party, already has an 

interest in party ideology and party communication. Therefore, the communication can be 

viewed as public, as in open to anyone, but still as somewhat targeted towards an already 

engaged public, who actively follow the page. This means that it might be sufficient to stress 

common interest to catch the attention of the viewer. One can assume, that since a person chose 

to become a follower, they already share, to some extent, the same values as the party. Someone 

who follows the Social Democrats could perhaps be expected to want to share a post which 

contains information about class, while a follower of the Feminist Initiative Facebook page 

should want to share pots which contains feminist arguments.  

 However, we found that many times posts consisting of only common interest could 

have benefitted from including the strategy collaboration, to encourage the use of the interactive 

features already inherent in Facebook. This is an instance where it is viable to address the idea 

that relationships are what an organization should wish to form and cultivate with its already 

engaged constituents. If we view all those who follow a Facebook page as engaged constituents 

we would expect a higher level of strategies with stronger ties to relationship marketing, such as 

collaboration, co-creation, openness and feedback. Instead the parties focus heavily on 

communicating shared values to constituents who are already assumed to share those values. 

Stronger encouragements to followers to share a post, or invite their friends or engage with the 

campaign would have made more use of the special features found on Facebook.  

 

Collaboration 

Especially the Feminist Initiative, but also the Social Democrats showed a higher use of the 

strategy collaboration  than many other strategies (exception: common interest). This shows that 

both parties want to engage their followers in collaborative actions. Both parties do urge their 

followers to use features such as share a post, invite to an event or other inherent features of 

Facebook to spread their communication and reach new constituents. However, the results and 

our analysis show that the two parties often seem to rely very much on only common interest, 

and perhaps neglect the strategy collaboration. Along with features such as share, like and 
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comment  there is also a presence of hashtags (#), which would appear at the bottom of a text. 

However, the parties seldom prompted viewers to click on them or use them in any way.  

These aspects make it seem as if the parties have failed to construct a specific 

communication strategy for Facebook. One which incorporates the inherent features, such as 

like, share and comment, to improve and build relationships. This point is especially true when 

looking at the Social Democrats Facebook page. They often seemed to lack a specific approach 

to Facebook and used it more as a digital billboard where they would post a general campaign 

poster, without including any of the collaborative features offered by Facebook. We suspect this 

to be a consequence of an insufficient communication plan for Facebook. A more detailed plan 

would have enabled the parties to reduce some missed opportunities to involve followers and to 

better utilize the inherent features of Facebook. Since our study shows that the parties focus 

heavier on spreading information about themselves to already engaged constituents, rather than 

engaging those constituents in collaborative activities.  

 

The Feminist initiatives higher use of strategies.  

It is evident by our results that the Feminist Initiative uses relationship cultivation strategies in a 

more extensive way than the Social Democrats. We argue that possible explanations for this 

includes, that Fi is a newly formed party with a limited campaign budget which therefore needs 

to establish relationships with constituents and do so using cheap media and volunteers. 

 Fi has a significantly lower budget than S which makes it more important for them to 

utilize cheap media more efficiently. The larger amount of Facebook posts done by Fi is another 

indication for this explanation (S: 59, Fi: 147). Their low budget makes it more crucial for them 

to have many volunteers at work, to ensure help with organizing meetings and handing out 

ballots etc. The small campaign budget undoubtedly puts them in a greater need for volunteers 

on every level of campaign work. Many of the Feminist Initiatives posts which showed a high 

level of relationship cultivation strategies contained assurances, to thank volunteers for their 

work. They also showed great use of the strategy networking in their use of celebrities to spread 

the word. As a new party the Feminist Initiative has no natural target group, such as a workers 

movement to appeal to. Therefore they need to both spread the word of their existence, and 

convince the public of the party’s legitimate place in the political arena. Fi show a resourceful 
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way to use the strategy networking  when they involve famous Swedes in speaking on the behalf 

of feminism.  

Furthermore, since the party did not receive public funding, to prepare this campaign, 

there is an urgent need to get people to vote for them, to ensure the future existence of the party. 

It seems viable that a newly formed party therefore has a greater need to form new relationships 

with new constituents. The Feminist Initiative needs to create a favorable reputation and 

convince constituents to join, vote and promote the party. The party needs to communicated their 

commitment to the issues, invoke trust in constituents and live up to the expectations of a 

political party. While at the same time maintain their unique position as “the feminist party”.  

The Social Democrats on the other hand can rely heavier on pre-existing relationships 

and stress the shared values one can assume already exist. The parties long political tradition 

makes them a household name and the party might therefore assume that whatever message they 

have will reach the public regardless of how well they construct their Facebook posts. The Social 

Democrats also has a stricter party organization, traditionally run in a top-down manner, which 

possibly fails to inspire more collaborative initiatives. It is likely that the party feels a greater 

need to retain control over message content and is therefore unwilling to fully allow followers to 

contribute.  

 Although we were not entirely surprised by the higher use of relationship cultivation 

strategies by the Feminist Initiative it is interesting that the Social Democrats used less 

relationship cultivation strategies. The party is, according to Strömbäck (2009), one of the most 

professionalized parties in Sweden. As we discussed in Chapter 3.3 Political Communication the 

field has progressed into political marketing with a higher use of professionalized campaigns. 

This suggests that a professionalized party would use a higher level of relationship marketing 

and management. That is, that according to those theories the Social Democrats would show a 

greater use of strategies identified in the field of marketing. One reason for this would be that a 

professionalized and wealthy party will engage public relations and marketing professionals 

when constructing their campaigns, and that this would enable them to utilize the latest 

developments in the respective fields.   

However, it could also be suggested that perhaps a young party such as the Feminist 

Initiative which has evolved inside this third era of political communication should have an 

inherent understanding of modern campaign methods, and especially how to use social media. 
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While an older party, such as the Social Democrats, has needed to learn and adapt to a changing 

communication environment. This indicates that perhaps the level of professionalism of a party 

is not directly related to the use of professional strategies originating from public relations and 

corporate marketing. One could perhaps also view this as proof of the statement that there is still 

room for amateurs in Swedish politics, considering that the Feminist initiative’s campaign staff 

largely consists of volunteers.  

 

The lack of dialogue based strategies.  

Our results show a low use of the strategies openness, feedback and co-creation in the 

posts by both parties. Openness, feedback and co-creation, are aspects which can be viewed as 

integral in building both favorable reputations and lasting relationships. Without an open 

dialogue and feedback it is, theoretically, difficult to live up to constituent expectations. A higher 

level of constituent involvement in creating organization identity and reputation is, according to 

scholars, important to inspire trust in the organization. However, it is possible that the strong 

emphasis on common interest has an inherent component of trust which is not visible in the 

actual strategic communication. Perhaps, the ideological ties which a follower is expected to 

have with the party is enough to inspire trust. That there is a belief in and an assumption that the 

party is conducting itself according to constituent expectations. 

Furthermore, we argue that the low use of the strategies co-creation and feedback could 

be explained by several aspects. For instance it might be due to a lack of interest in too much co-

creation and feedback at this stage of the campaign. Perhaps co-creation might be more visible 

earlier on in the campaign work. There is also the matter of facilitating input from constituents, it 

is a time consuming and costly endeavor to respond to and incorporate great quantities of 

constituent involvement. Our study shows that the two parties rely heavily on the shared values 

of ideology as the most important way to get elected. Therefore they might perceive the 

facilitation of input as simply not worth the cost. There are, of course, various levels of co-

creation on social media. The Feminist Initiative had several posts which asks their voters to go 

to the polling station, vote, take a picture of themselves, post it and use certain hashtags to spread 

the word is a good example of a co-creation activity which enables a constituent to be a part of 

and shape the campaign without adding to the campaign office workload.  
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Our results show that the strategies which measured highest were those with a high level 

of one-way communication where the party could retain sender control. The strategies openness, 

feedback and co-creation, has a stronger emphasize on two and three-way communication and  

undoubtedly lessens the control which the sender has over messages. The low usage of these 

strategies show that the parties are more focused on one-way communication and seem reluctant 

to engage in dialogue. 

 

Comparing results with the Strömbäck et al study.  

The results of our quantitative content analysis showed that the two Swedish parties show a 

higher use of relationships 

cultivation strategies than the 

Strömbäck et al. study. There 

are, however, problems which 

occur when trying to compare 

our results. For instance the 

differences in the political 

systems, party origin, size of 

country, party budgets and other 

general differences will of course 

have great impact on the 

comparability between the two 

studies.  

However, we believe 

some aspects can be discussed 

further, and will perhaps also help future research in this area. Because, although all democracies 

differ to some extent, it is important to compare results between countries in order to allow us to 

draw general conclusions regarding the state of political communication in a global community.  

We can, for example, look closer at the use of the strategy rewarding systems. This 

strategy was highly used in the presidential campaigns, while we discovered no usage of it in our 

study. We suggest that the explanation for this could be found in the lack of public financial 

support to parties in the US political system, which means that individual fundraising plays an 
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important part in their electoral system (Kolodny, Katz 1992: 875). It seems probable that with a 

high need for outside financial support, rewards are offered to encourage people to donate money 

to the party. The Swedish system, on the other hand, offers financial support, and therefore a 

party would naturally have less use for such a strategy. The US system also has low party 

membership, which means that there are fewer volunteers to help with campaigning (1992: 875). 

Therefore the party might need to reward volunteers to inspire future activity. Swedish parties, 

on the other hand, might be able to rely heavier on members identifying with the party’s 

ideological beliefs, which would inspire them to work for the party.  

The Swedish system has a traditionally strong emphasis on party identification. Perhaps 

this also inspires the use of relationship cultivation strategies. The Social Democrats and the 

Feminist Initiative already have strong relationships with constituents based on ideology, and 

this becomes visible in their use of the strategies. Facebook is used as a medium to maintain 

already engaged constituents; to remind them of the shared ideological ties to the party, and to 

inspire them to stay loyal to the party and thank them for their support. In a political climate 

without traditionally strong party identification and with low party membership there might be 

less need to form long lasting relationships with constituents 

 

The strategic use of Facebook. 

Our theoretical standpoint when analyzing our results is that both relationship marketing and 

reputation management identifies strategies which can be successfully incorporated into 

communication on Facebook. The strategies, in combination with the inherent functions of 

Facebook, would aid an organization in forming relationships and create favorablereputations 

with constituents. For instances, encouraging followers to share content would spread the 

information to a larger target group. Making it possible to influence Facebook users who does 

not follow the party page. However, our results show that much of the communication we 

studied did in fact not manage to fully incorporate Facebooks inherent features to a maximum. Fi 

and S seemed to view their Facebook pages more as a targeted medium, available to those which 

actively choose to follow it. Viewed in this manner the possibilities to create new relationships 

on Facebook diminishes. Based on our results we argue that the parties use Facebook more as a 

medium for maintaining relationships with those already interested in or involved with the party. 

Instead of focusing on creating new relationships outside the group of followers already 
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involved. Our parties might not perceive Facebook to be the first place to form reputation or 

relationships, but rather the forum where already formed reputations and relationships are 

maintained and deepened. Since relationships can be said to begin when a constituent has such a 

favorable opinion of an organization's reputation that he or she wishes to form a relationship with 

it. Our results and analysis strengthens Strömbäck et al. point, that perhaps Facebook is not 

where most relationships cultivation strategies can be found. Facebook might in fact be a 

medium better suited to maintain relationships. The strategies co-creation and feedback are 

examples of two strategies with a high level of interactivity, and that showed a relatively low 

frequency of usage. The low measured levels of communication strategies which aims to involve 

constituents in two and three-way communication poses several interesting questions. For 

instance; if Facebook is used to its full potential, if campaign communication has intentions of 

being interactive, if the parties actually want to inspire genuine dialogue or if they prefer to 

retain message control and focus on top down message content.  

However, a greater use of the more dialogue based strategies would most likely offer 

possibilities to both form new relationships and cultivate those already existing using Facebook. 

Instead, it appears as if the parties intentions are to use Facebook primarily to spread 

information. An additional study which focuses on the two parties intentions with their Facebook 

pages, using interviews with campaign organizers, would have shed some light on this issue.  

 

Future research 

 In conclusion we would like to discuss matters which we now, after concluding our 

research, would suggest to be incorporated in future research. For instance, many of our 

strategies can be seen to also measure the level of reputation management incorporated in the 

communication. Perhaps a greater focus on image building, creating organization identity and 

reputation would give a better understanding of political communication on Facebook. Although 

we have seen evidence which suggests that the parties wish to form lasting relationships with 

constituents, the strategies which we identified did not prove sufficient to capture all aspects of 

the communication we saw in the different posts. Therefore, we suggest that this field of study 

would benefit from a wider theoretical scope, perhaps one focused more on aspects of political 

science. To further explain our results one would perhaps need to incorporate more aspects of 

political science, party systems, party organization and funding into the analysis. With 
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differently defined variables our absent-all posts might have given us valuable information about 

the parties communication.  

 

7. Summary & Conclusion 

This section will first summarize the essay and then present our conclusions.  

 

7.1 Summary 

This study aimed to investigate how strategic communication tools were used on Facebook by 

The Social Democrats and the Feminist Initiative during the final month of the Swedish 2014 

election. The material was gathered from each party's public Facebook page. We then conducted 

a quantitative content analysis using nominal variables operationalized from theories in 

relationship marketing. We also presented interdisciplinary links to reputation management 

important to our research. This theoretical framework was based upon a study conducted by 

Strömbäck et al. of the US 2012 presidential campaigns. We coded all variables as present or 

absent in each post. The material we used gave sufficient empirical data in order to answer the 

following questions: 

Which strategic components do the parties apply in their Facebook communication? 

Do the parties differ in their use of communicative tools? 

 

The results presented in our study indicate that the Feminist Initiative and the Social 

Democrats predominantly use Facebook as a platform to stress the shared values and ideological 

ties believed to exist between the party and its constituents. They use more strategies which 

enable them to retain message control by using one-way communication. The strategies that 

require a stronger emphasis on two and three-way communication are not used to the same 

extent.  

The parties differ in their use of our defined communication strategies. The Feminist 

Initiative use more relationship cultivation strategies than the Social Democrats. The largest 

difference shown is the 17 units difference in the use of the strategy collaboration, but the 

Feminist Initiative also had at least 10% more usage of three of the four most used strategies. 
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The only strategy where the Social Democrats had a higher usage was common interest (S: 73%, 

Fi: 63%).  

The Feminist Initiative had an overall higher usage of the strategies, this could be 

explained by their lower budget and therefore greater need for volunteers. Or that as a younger 

party it has a greater need to form relationships. Both parties seem, based on the usage, to have 

prioritized the strategies in the same order with common interest as the most used and rewarding 

systems as the least used.  

 7.2 Conclusion  

Our conclusion is that the variable common interest was used significantly more by both 

parties, making it the most used variable, used at least 26% more than the second highest.  

The Feminist Initiative has an overall all higher use of the identified strategies than the Social 

Democrats. 

The focus is primarily on strategies which allow one-way communication and sender control 

rather than those with stronger emphasis on dialogue. 

The Swedish parties show a higher use of relationships cultivations strategies than the US 

presidential candidate campaigns did in the 2012 election campaign.  

The parties use Facebook primarily to spread information to constituents who already share their 

common interest, and that the material analyzed could have benefitted from a better inclusion of 

the inherent features of Facebook. 
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Pressrelease 

Är Facebook en vinnande valstrategi? 

Under supervalåret 2014 lyftes sociala medier fram som det nya mediet alla partier behövde 

bemästra. Att styrkan hos ett parti ligger i att vara där väljarna är, och hösten 2014 befann sig 

alla på sociala medier. Våra svenska partier, partiledare, ledamöter och ungdomsförbund fyllde 

Twitter, Instagram och Facebook med uppdateringar, retweets och diskussioner. Men hur bra är 

våra politiska partier egentligen på att använda sociala medier? 

 

I akademiska sammanhang framhävs sociala medier som den perfekta platsen att skapa och 

underhålla relationer med sina väljare. Teorier som rör relationship marketing menar bland 

annat, att själva konstruktionen av Facebook presenterar nya möjligheter att skapa dialog och 

involvera medlemmar, väljare och intresserade i kampanjarbete på nya revolutionerande sätt. I 

den moderna valkampanjen ska partierna vilja skapa sitt budskap tillsammans med sina väljare 

för att nå ny politiska höjder. 

Två studenter vid Uppsala Universitet har nu undersökt hur två av våra svenska partier använde 

sina Facebook sidor för att kommunicera med väljare under den intensiva sista månaden av valet. 

De titta närmare på Socialdemokraterna, som ett av Sveriges, äldsta, största och bäst finansierade 

partier. Samt Feministiskt Initiativ, ett av Sveriges yngsta parti som även har den lägsta 

budgeten. Studenterna har valt partierna på grund av sina olikheter och att Socialdemokraterna 

anses vara ett av de mest professionella partierna, medans Feministiskt Initiativ har lyfts fram 

som ett av det mest innovativa vad gäller användningen av social medier. 

 

Resultaten visar bland annat att partierna sällan utnyttjar alla de strategiska möjligheter som 

finns på Facebook och att våra svenska partier istället ofta förlitar sig att sprida information. 

Dock visar det sig tydligt att Feministiskt Initiativ använder sig av fler strategier, och således 

utnyttjar Facebook mer effektivt.  

Uppsatsen finns under en begränsad tid tillgänglig via Uppsala Universitet. 

 

 


